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A remark on a 3-fold constructed by

Colliot-Thélène and Voisin
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A classical question asks whether the Abel-Jacobi map is universal
among all regular homomorphisms. In this paper, we prove that
we can construct a 4-fold which gives the negative answer in codi-
mension 3 if the generalized Bloch conjecture holds for a 3-fold
constructed by Colliot-Thélène and Voisin in the context of the
study of the defect of the integral Hodge conjecture in degree 4.

1. Introduction

For a smooth complex projective variety X, we denote by CHp(X) the
p-th Chow group of X and by Ap(X) (resp. CHp(X)hom) the subgroup of
cycle classes algebraically equivalent to zero (resp. homologous to zero). A
homomorphism φ : Ap(X)→ A to an Abelian variety A is called regular if
for any smooth connected projective variety S with a base point s0 and for
any codimension p cycle Γ on S ×X, the composition

S → Ap(X)→ A, s 7→ φ(Γ∗(s− s0))

is a morphism of algebraic varieties. An important example of such homo-
morphisms is given as follows. We consider the Abel-Jacobi map

CHp(X)hom → Jp(X),

where Jp(X) = H2p−1(X,C)/(H2p−1(X,Z(p)) + F pH2p−1(X,C)) is the p-
th Griffiths intermediate Jacobian. Then the image Jpa (X) ⊂ Jp(X) of the
restriction of the Abel-Jacobi map to Ap(X) is an Abelian variety, and the
induced map

ψp : Ap(X)→ Jpa (X),

which we also call Abel-Jacobi, is regular [9][11]. A classical question [16,
Section 7] asks whether the Abel-Jacobi map ψp : Ap(X)→ Jpa (X) is univer-
sal among all regular homomorphisms φ : Ap(X)→ A, that is, whether every
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such φ factors through ψp. It is true for p = 1 by the theory of Picard variety,
and for p = dimX by the theory of Albanese variety. It is also true for p = 2,
which is proved by Murre [14][15] using the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem [13].
To the author’s knowledge, this question is open for 3 ≤ p ≤ dimX − 1.

Some progress has been made. As an application of the theory of the
Lawson homology and the morphic cohomology, the following theorem is
proved by Walker [26]: the Abel-Jacobi map ψp factors as

J(Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)))

πp

��
Ap(X)

ψ̃p
55

ψp
// Jpa (X)

,

where J(Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))) is the intermediate Jacobian for the mixed
Hodge structure given by the coniveau filtration Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)), πp

is the natural map, and ψ̃p is a surjective regular homomorphism. If the
Abel-Jacobi map ψp is universal, then the kernel

Ker(πp) = Coker
(
H2p−1(X,Z(p))tors

→ (H2p−1(X,Z(p))/Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)))tors

)
is trivial. In other words, the sublattice

Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))/ tors ⊂ H2p−1(X,Z(p))/ tors

is primitive.
We prove that the converse also holds for any p ∈ {3, dimX − 1} if the

Chow group CH0(X) of 0-cycles is supported on a 3-dimensional closed
subset. It is a consequence of an analogue of the Roitman theorem [18,
Theorem 3.1]:

Theorem 1.1. Let Y be a smooth projective variety such that CH0(Y ) is
supported on a 3-dimensional closed subset. Let p ∈ {3,dimY − 1}. Then
the restriction

ψ̃p|tors : Ap(Y )tors → J(Np−1H2p−1(Y,Z(p)))tors

is an isomorphism. Moreover the Walker map ψ̃p is universal.

Remark 1.2. There is a 4-fold Y such that A3(Y ) has infinite l-torsion for
some prime l [20]. Therefore the assumption on CH0(Y ) is essential.
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Then we prove that we can construct a 4-fold which does not meet
the primitiveness condition for p = 3 and gives the negative answer to the
universality question in codimension 3 if the generalized Bloch conjecture
holds for a 3-fold constructed by Colliot-Thélène and Voisin in the context
of the study of the defect

Z4(X) = Hdg4(X,Z)/H4
alg(X,Z(2))

of the integral Hodge conjecture in degree 4. The 3-fold is constructed as
an example which conjecturally gives the negative answer to their ques-
tion [8, Section 6] asking whether Z4(X) is trivial for a 3-fold X such that
CH0(X) is supported on a proper closed subset. It is constructed as follows
[8, Subsection 5.7]. Let G = Z/5. We fix a generator g ∈ G, then G acts on
P1 = ProjC[X,Y ] and P3 = ProjC[X0, . . . , X3] by

g∗X = X, g∗Y = ζY, g∗Xi = ζiXi (i = 0, . . . , 3),

where ζ is a primitive 5-th root of unity. Let H ⊂ P1 × P3 be the hypersur-
face defined by a very general G-invariant polynomial of type (3, 4), and X
be a resolution of H/G. Then X satisfies the following two properties [8,
Proposition 5.7]:

(i) Hp(X,OX) = 0 for all p > 0;

(ii) there is a class α ∈ H4(X,Z(2)) = Hdg4(X,Z) such that α · F = 5,
but C · F is even for any curves C ⊂ X, where F is the class of fibers
of the morphism X → P1 induced by the first projection H → P1.

The property (i) implies CH0(X) = Z if the generalized Bloch conjecture
[23, Conjecture 11.23] holds for X. The property (ii) implies more than
Z4(X) 6= 0. We have Coker

(
H4(X,Z(2))tors → Z4(X)

)
6= 0, where a non-

zero element is given by the image of α. Equivalently, the sublattice

H4
alg(X,Z(2))/ tors ⊂ Hdg4(X,Z)/ tors

is not primitive. Our main theorem is:

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety such that CH0(X) is
supported on a 2-dimensional closed subset and the sublattice

H4
alg(X,Z(2))/ tors ⊂ Hdg4(X,Z)/ tors
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is not primitive. Then there exists a smooth elliptic curve E such that the
sublattice

N2H5(X × E,Z(3))/ tors ⊂ H5(X × E,Z(3))/ tors

is not primitive and the Abel-Jacobi map ψ3 : A3(X × E)→ J3
a (X × E) is

not universal.

Corollary 1.4. Let X be the 3-fold constructed by Colliot-Thélène and
Voisin. Assume that the generalized Bloch conjecture holds for X. Then
there exists a smooth elliptic curve E such that the sublattice

N2H5(X × E,Z(3))/ tors ⊂ H5(X × E,Z(3))/ tors

is not primitive and the Abel-Jacobi map ψ3 : A3(X × E)→ J3
a (X × E) is

not universal.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study regular homo-
morphisms on the torsion subgroup Ap(X)tors. Then we prove Theorem 1.1
and its corollary. In Section 3, we prove a proposition on non-algebraic in-
tegral Hodge classes of Kollár type and torsion elements in the Abel-Jacobi
kernel. Then we conclude Theorem 1.3 and its “homology counterpart”. In
Section 4, we discuss stable birational invariants related to our problem. In
Appendix A, we prove the Roitman theorem for the Walker maps by using
the formalism of decomposition of the diagonal.

Throughout this paper, the base field is the field of complex numbers C.

Notation. For a smooth projective varietyX, we denote byN iHj(X,Z(k))
the coniveau filtration on Hj(X,Z(k)). Recall that it is defined as

N iHj(X,Z(k)) = Ker

(
Hj(X,Z(k))→ lim−→

Z⊂X
Hj(X − Z,Z(k))

)
,

where Z ⊂ X runs through all codimension ≥ i closed subsets of X. For an
Abelian group G and a prime number l, we denote by Gl- tors the subgroup
of l-primary torsion elements of G.
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2. Regular homomorphisms on the torsion
subgroup Ap(X)tors

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety and φ : Ap(X)→ A
be a surjective regular homomorphism. Assume that the restriction φ|tors :
Ap(X)tors → Ators is an isomorphism. Then φ is universal.

Proof. First we prove the existence of a universal regular homomorphism
φ0 : Ap(X)→ A0. By Saito’s criterion [19, Theorem 2.2] (see also [15, Propo-
sition 2.1]), it is enough to prove dimB ≤ dimA for any surjective regular
homomorphism ψ : Ap(X)→ B. Such a homomorphism ψ restricts to a sur-
jection ψ|tors : Ap(X)tors → Btors. Indeed, by [19, Proposition 1.2] (see also
[15, Lemma 1.6.2]), there exists an Abelian variety C and Γ ∈ CHp(C ×X)
such that the composition

C → Ap(X)→ B, s 7→ ψ(Γ∗(s− s0))

is an isogeny, and the restriction Ctors → Btors is a surjection. By assump-
tion, we have Ap(X)tors

∼= Ators. Then we have

dimB =
1

2
co-rankBtors ≤

1

2
co-rankAtors = dimA.

The existence follows.
The map φ0 is surjective since the image of a regular homomorphism

is an Abelian variety [15, Lemma 1.6.2]. Thus φ0 restricts to a surjection
φ0|tors : Ap(X)tors → (A0)tors. The induced map A0 → A is surjective and
restricts to an isomorphism (A0)tors

∼= Ators, therefore it is an isomorphism.
The proof is done. �

We review the Bloch-Ogus theory on the coniveau spectral sequence [4].
For a smooth projective variety X, we define Hq(Z(r)) to be the Zariski
sheaf on X associated to the presheaf U 7→ Hq(U,Z(r)). Then the E2 term
of the coniveau spectral sequence is given by

Ep,q2 = Hp(X,Hq(Z(r)))⇒ N•Hp+q(X,Z(r)),

and we have Ep,q2 = 0 if p > q [4, Corollary 6.3]. We also have

Ep,q2 = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ [0, dimX]× [0,dimX].

Let fp : Hp−1(X,Hp(Z(p)))→ H2p−1(X,Z(p)) be the edge homomor-
phism.
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Lemma 2.2. There is a short exact sequence:

0→ Hp−1(X,Kp)⊗Ql/Zl
→ Ker

(
fp ⊗Ql/Zl : Hp−1(X,Hp(Z(p)))⊗Ql/Zl
→ Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl

)
→ Ker

(
ψ̃p|l- tors : Ap(X)l- tors → J(Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)))l- tors

)
→ 0

for any smooth projective variety X and any prime number l, where Kp is
the Zariski sheaf on X associated to the Quillen K-theory.

Proof. We use the Bloch map λpl : CHp(X)l- tors → H2p−1(X,Ql/Zl(p)) [2]
(see also [6]). By the construction of the Bloch map and [12, Theorem 5.1],
we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 // Hp−1(X,Kp)⊗Ql/Zl //

��

Hp−1(X,Hp(Z(p)))⊗Ql/Zl //

fp⊗Ql/Zl

��

Ap(X)l- tors
//

−λp
l

��

0.

0 // H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl // H2p−1(X,Ql/Zl(p))

We prove that it induces another commutative diagram:

0 // Hp−1(X,Kp)⊗Ql/Zl //

��

Hp−1(X,Hp(Z(p)))⊗Ql/Zl //

fp⊗Ql/Zl

��

Ap(X)l- tors
//

−λ̃p
l

��

0.

0 // Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl // 0

It is enough to prove the image of

Hp−1(X,Kp)⊗Ql/Zl in Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl

is zero. This follows by observing that Hp−1(X,Kp)⊗Ql/Zl is divisible and

Ker
(
Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl → H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl

)
= Coker

(
H2p−1(X,Z(p))l- tors

→ (H2p−1(X,Z(p))/Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)))l- tors

)
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is finite. We prove that λ̃p coincides with the restriction ψ̃p|l- tors. In com-
mutative triangles

Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl

��
Ap(X)l- tors

λ̃p
l (resp. ψ̃p|l- tors)

33

λp
l (resp. ψp|l- tors)

// H2p−1(X,Z(p))⊗Ql/Zl

,

λ̃pl (resp. ψ̃p|l- tors) is the unique lift of λpl (resp. ψp|l- tors) since Ap(X)l- tors is
divisible [4, Lemma 7.10]. Therefore it is enough to prove that λpl coincides
with ψp|l- tors. This follows from [2, Proposition 3.7]. The proof is done by
the snake lemma. �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The second statement follows from the first one by
Lemma 2.1.

We prove that ψ̃3|tors is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2.2, it is enough to
prove that

Ker(f3) = Im
(
H0(Y,H4(Z(3)))→ H2(Y,H3(Z(3)))

)
is torsion. The group H0(Y,H4(Z(3))) is torsion by [8, Proposition 3.3 (i)]
(it is actually zero as a consequence of the Bloch-Kato conjecture, see [8,
Theorem 3.1]), so the result follows.

Let d = dimY . We prove that ψ̃d−1|tors is an isomorphism. By Lemma
2.2, it is enough to prove that

Ker(fd−1) = Im
(
Hd−4(Y,Hd(Z(d− 1)))→ Hd−2(Y,Hd−1(Z(d− 1)))

)
is torsion. The group Hd−4(Y,Hd(Z(d− 1))) is torsion by [8, Proposition 3.3
(ii)], so the result follows. �

Corollary 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the following are
equivalent:

(i) the Abel-Jacobi map ψp is universal;

(ii) the sublattice Np−1H2p−1(Y,Z(p))/ tors⊂H2p−1(Y,Z(p))/ tors is prim-
itive;

(iii) the restriction ψp|tors : Ap(Y )tors → Jpa (Y )tors is an isomorphism.
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Proof. It is enough to prove that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. By Theorem 1.1,
we have an isomorphism

Ker (πp) ∼= Ker(ψp|tors : Ap(Y )tors → Jpa (Y )tors) .

The result follows. �

3. Non-algebraic integral Hodge classes of Kollár type and
torsion elements in the Abel-Jacobi kernel

Inspired by the work of Soulé and Voisin [21], we prove:

Proposition 3.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety such that the sub-
lattice

H2p
alg(X,Z(p))/ tors ⊂ Hdg2p(X,Z)/ tors

is not primitive. Then there exists a smooth elliptic curve E such that the
restriction

ψp+1|tors : Ap+1(X × E)tors → Jp+1
a (X × E)tors

is not an isomorphism.

Remark 3.2. The assumption of Proposition 3.1 for p = 2 is satisfied by
Kollár’s example [1, p.134, Lemma] (see also [21, Section 2]). It is a very
general hypersurface in P4 of degree l3 for a prime number l ≥ 5. When it
contains a certain smooth degree l curve, the same conclusion follows from
[21, Theorem 4]. The details are given in [21, Section 4].

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We define

Z
2p

(X) = Coker
(
H2p(X,Z(p))tors → Hdg2p(X,Z)/H2p

alg(X,Z(p))
)
.

Then we have the following exact sequence:

0→ Z
2p

(X)tors → H2p
alg(X,Z(p))⊗Q/Z→ Hdg2p(X,Z)⊗Q/Z.

We have Z
2p

(X)tors 6= 0 by the assumption. Let α ∈ Z2p
(X)tors be a non-

trivial element; we use the same notation for its image in H2p
alg(X,Z(p))⊗
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Q/Z. Let α̃ ∈ CHp(X)⊗Q/Z be an element which maps to α via the sur-
jection

clp ⊗Q/Z : CHp(X)⊗Q/Z→ H2p
alg(X,Z(p))⊗Q/Z.

Let k ⊂ C be an algebraically closed field such that tr . degQ k <∞ and
both X and α̃ are defined over k. Let E be a smooth elliptic curve such
that j(E) 6∈ k. We fix one component Q/Z of CH1(E)tors = (Q/Z)2, and
we identify α̃ with an element in CHp(X)⊗ CH1(E)tors. By the Schoen
theorem [20, Theorem 0.2], the image β of α̃ by the exterior product map

CHp(X)⊗ CH1(E)tors → CHp+1(X × E)

is non-zero. Then β ∈ Ap+1(X × E)tors. We prove

β ∈ Ker
(
ψp+1 : Ap+1(X × E)→ Jp+1

a (X × E)
)
.

It is enough to prove that β is in the kernel of the cycle class map of the
Deligne cohomology:

clp+1
D : CHp+1(X × E)→ H2p+2

D (X × E,Z(p+ 1)).

The composition of clp+1
D with the exterior product map factors through

clpD ⊗ cl
1
D : CHp(X)⊗ CH1(E)tors → H2p

D (X,Z(p))⊗H2
D(E,Z(1))tors.

Now it is enough to prove that α̃ is in the kernel of this map. Since we have
an isomorphism

H2p
D (X,Z(p))⊗H2

D(E,Z(1))tors
∼= Hdg2p(X,Z)⊗H2

D(E,Z(1))tors,

the proof is done by the choice of α̃. �

Proof of Theorem 1.3. For any smooth projective curve E, the group
CH0(X × E) is supported on a 3-dimensional closed subset. The proof is
done by applying Corollary 2.3 for p = 3 to Y = X × E and Proposition 3.1
for p = 2. �

The same arguments yield a “homology counterpart” of Theorem 1.3:
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety such that CH0(X) is
supported on a 2-dimensional closed subset and the sublattice

H2,alg(X,Z(1))/ tors ⊂ Hdg2(X,Z)/ tors

is not primitive. Then there exists a smooth elliptic curve E such that the
sublattice

N2H3(X × E,Z(1))/ tors ⊂ H3(X × E,Z(1))/ tors

is not primitive and the Abel-Jacobi map ψ1 : A1(X × E)→ J1,a(X × E) is
not universal.

4. Stable birational invariants

Lemma 4.1. The groups Ker(ψ3|tors), Ker(ψd−1|tors), Ker(π3), and
Ker(πd−1), where d = dimX, are stable birational invariants of smooth pro-
jective varieties X.

Remark 4.2. A related result is proved by Voisin [24, Lemma 2.2].

Proof of Lemma 4.1. For each group, it is enough to check

(i) the invariance under the blow-up along a smooth subvariety;

(ii) the invariance under taking the product with Pn.

By the formulas under these operations for the Chow groups and the Deligne
cohomology groups (resp. the coniveau spectral sequence and the integral
cohomology groups) and by their compatibility with the cycle class maps
(resp. the differentials and the edge homomorphisms), (i) and (ii) are re-
duced to the triviality of the groups Ker(ψi|tors) and Ker(πi) for i ≤ 2 and
i = dimY on a smooth projective variety Y . The triviality of Ker(ψ2|tors)
(resp. Ker(ψdimY |tors)) follows from the Roitman theorem for codimension
2-cycles due to Murre [15, Theorem 10.3] (resp. the Roitman theorem [18,
Theorem 3.1]). The triviality of Ker(π2) (resp. Ker(πdimY )) follows from the
universality of ψ2 (resp. ψdimY ). The rest is clear. The proof is done. �

Corollary 4.3. Let X be a smooth projective stably rational variety. Let
p ∈ {3,dimX − 1}. Then Ker(ψp|tors) = Ker(πp) = 0. Therefore the Abel-
Jacobi map ψp is universal and the sublattice

Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p))/ tors ⊂ H2p−1(X,Z(p))/ tors
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is primitive.

For a smooth projective variety X, let

Z2p(X) = Hdg2p(X,Z)/H2p
alg(X,Z(p))

be the defect of the integral Hodge conjecture in degree 2p. We define

Z
2p

(X) = Coker
(
H2p(X,Z(p))tors → Z2p(X)

)
.

Then Z
2p

(X)tors = 0 if and only if the sublattice

H2p
alg(X,Z(p))/ tors ⊂ Hdg2p(X,Z)/ tors

is primitive.

Lemma 4.4. The groups Z
4
(X) and Z

2d−2
(X), where d = dimX, are sta-

ble birational invariants of smooth projective varieties X.

Remark 4.5. The groups Z4(X) and Z2d−2(X), where d = dimX, are
stable birational invariants of smooth projective varieties X [22][25] and
related to the unramified cohomology groups [8].

Proof of Lemma 4.4. The proof is reduced to the triviality of the groups

Z
2
(Y ) and Z

2 dimY
(Y ) on a smooth projective variety Y . The triviality of

Z
2
(Y ) follows from the Lefschetz (1, 1)-theorem. The triviality of Z

2 dimY
(Y )

is clear. The proof is done. �

We recall the following question (see [8, Subsection 5.6]):

Question 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective rationally connected

variety. Then is the group Z
4
(X) trivial? Equivalently, is the sublattice

H4
alg(X,Z(2))/ tors ⊂ Hdg4(X,Z)/ tors primitive?

The negative answer to this question would provide us with another
example to which we can apply Theorem 1.3. We note that there is a uni-
rational 6-fold X constructed by Colliot-Thélène and Ojanguren [7] with
Z4(X) later proved to be non-zero [8, Theorem 1.3]. The 6-fold X is a

smooth model of a quadric bundle Y over P3. It is hard to analyze Z
4
(X)

while the construction of Y is explicit.
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Appendix A. The Roitman theorem for the Walker maps
and decomposition of the diagonal

A smooth projective variety with CH0(X) supported on a proper closed
subset admits a decomposition of the diagonal due to Bloch [3] and Bloch-
Srinivas [5]. This result is generalized by Paranjape [17] and Laterveer [10].
We follow Laterveer’s formulation here. Let X be a smooth projective va-
riety of dimension d. For non-negative integers r and s, we consider the
following condition: CHi(X)Q is supported on an (i+ r)-dimensional closed
subset for any 0 ≤ i ≤ s. We call this condition Lr,s. Assume that Lr,s holds
for X. Then X admits a generalized decomposition of the diagonal [10,
Theorem 1.7] (see also [17, Proposition 6.1]): there exist closed subsets
V0, . . . , Vs and W0, . . . ,Ws+1 of X with dimVj ≤ j + r (j = 0, . . . , s) and
dimWj ≤ d− j (j = 0, . . . , s+ 1) such that we have a decomposition

∆X = ∆0 + · · ·+ ∆s + ∆s+1

in CHd(X ×X)Q, where ∆j is supported on Vj ×Wj (j = 0, . . . , s) and
∆s+1 is supported on X ×Ws+1.

For a smooth projective variety Y , let Ep,q2 (Y ) = Hp(Y,Hq(Z)). For the
action of correspondences on the coniveau spectral sequence, we refer the
reader to [8, Appendice A].

Lemma A.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension d such
that Lr,s holds for X. Then Ep,q2 (X) is torsion if p+ r < q and p < s+ 1,
or if p+ r < q and q > d− s− 1.

p

q

s+ 1

q = p
q = p+ r

p

q

d− s− 1
q = p
q = p+ r

Remark A.2. The case s = 0 is [8, Proposition 3.3 (i)(ii)].

Proof of Lemma A.1. We may assume that the inequalities about the di-
mensions of Vj ,Wj are equal. Let N be a positive integer such that

N∆X = N∆0 + · · ·+N∆s +N∆s+1 ∈ CHd(X ×X).
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Let Ṽj(j = 0, . . . , s) and W̃j(j = 0, . . . , s+ 1) be resolutions of Vj and Wj ,

and ∆̃j be d-cycles on Ṽj × W̃j pushed forward to cj∆j for some positive
integer cj . We may assume that c0 = · · · = cs+1. Let N ′ = N · c0. We prove
N ′ · Ep,q2 (X) = 0 if p+ r < q and p < s+ 1, or if p+ r < q and q > d− s−
1.

For 0 ≤ j ≤ s, we prove that

(i) (N ′∆j)∗ = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ [j, j + r]× [j, j + r];

(ii) (N ′∆j)
∗ = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ [d− j − r, d− j]× [d− j − r, d− j].

We have a commutative diagram

Ep,q2 (X)

��

(N ′∆j)∗ // Ep,q2 (X)

Ep,q2 (Ṽj)

��

Ep−j,q−j2 (W̃j)

OO

Ep,q2 (Ṽj × W̃j)
∪(N∆̃j)// Ep+r,q+r2 (Ṽj × W̃j)

OO

.

To prove (i), it is enough to observe that Ep,q2 (Ṽj) = 0 if p > j + r or q > j +

r, and Ep−j,q−j2 (W̃j) = 0 if p < j or q < j. Similarly, we have a commutative
diagram

Ep,q2 (X)

��

(N ′∆j)∗ // Ep,q2 (X)

Ep,q2 (W̃j)

��

Ep+r−d+j,q+r−d+j
2 (Ṽj)

OO

Ep,q2 (Ṽj × W̃j)
∪(N∆̃j) // Ep+r,q+r2 (Ṽj × W̃j)

OO

.

To prove (ii), it is enough to observe that Ep,q2 (W̃j) = 0 if p > d− j or q >

d− j, and Ep+r−d+j,q+r−d+j
2 (Ṽj) = 0 if p < d− r − j or q < d− r − j.

For ∆s+1, we prove that

(iii) (N ′∆s+1)∗ = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ [s+ 1, d]× [s+ 1, d];

(iv) (N ′∆s+1)∗ = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ [0, d− s− 1]× [0, d− s− 1].
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We have a commutative diagram

Ep,q2 (X)

��

(N ′∆s+1)∗ // Ep,q2 (X)

Ep−s−1,q−s−1
2 (W̃s+1)

OO

Ep,q2 (X × W̃s+1)
∪(N∆̃s+1)// Ep+d−s−1,q+d−s−1

2 (X × W̃s+1)

OO

.

To prove (iii), it is enough to observe that Ep−s−1,q−s−1
2 (W̃s+1) = 0 if p <

s+ 1 or q < s+ 1. Similarly, we have a commutative diagram

Ep,q2 (X)

��

(N ′∆s+1)∗ // Ep,q2 (X)

Ep,q2 (W̃s+1)

��

Ep,q2 (X × W̃s+1)
∪(N∆̃s+1)// Ep+d−s−1,q+d−s−1

2 (X × W̃s+1)

OO
.

To prove (iv), it is enough to observe that Ep,q(W̃s+1) = 0 if p > d− s− 1
or q > d− s− 1.

The proof is done by (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). �

Theorem A.3. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension d such
that L3,s holds for X. Let p ∈ [3, s+ 3] ∪ [d− s− 1, d− 1]. Then the restric-
tion

ψ̃p|tors : Ap(X)tors → J(Np−1H2p−1(X,Z(p)))tors

is an isomorphism. Moreover the Walker map ψ̃p is universal.

Remark A.4. The case s = 0 is Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem A.3. The second statement follows from the first one by
Lemma 2.1.
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We prove that the restriction ψ̃p|tors is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2.2,
it is enough to prove that Ker(fp) is torsion. By Lemma A.1, the groups

Ep−3,p+1
2 (X), . . . , E0,2p−2

2 (X)

are torsion, so the result follows. �
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